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Safety first

“It is the intention of Safety First to 
strive for continuous improvement to 

achieve excellence in the management of a 
safe and healthy environment for all 

workers and visitors to our premises and 
at workplaces where our workers are 
required to work that are not directly 

under our control.” 

An organization's safety policy is a recognized, written statement of its commitment to protect 
the health and safety of the employees, as well as the surrounding community.

www.safeopedia.com 
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How do we think about safety?

When we think about safety, we usually 
think about accidents – (low probability) 

events with adverse outcomes.

A system is therefore safe if as little as 
possible goes wrong.
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“Act of god”“Act of god”

A need to be safe and to feel safe ...

At first, whatever happened was attributed to higher powers (gods, nature)

Solution: Pray
Liber de ludo aleae
(Cardano, ca. 1564)
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“Act of god”“Act of god” Technical 
failure

Technical 
failure

A need to be safe and to feel safe ...

After the Enlightenment adverse outcomes were seen as caused – often by  
technological failures.

Solution: RepairSolution: Pray

Meudon (F), May 8, 
1849 (55 dead)
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“Act of god”“Act of god” Technical 
failure

Technical 
failure

A need to be safe and to feel safe ...

Human
factor

Human
factor

In the 1970s – especially after the TMI accident – accidents became linked to 
“human error” and human factors issues.

Solution: RepairSolution: Pray Solution: Blame
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“Act of god”“Act of god” Technical 
failure

Technical 
failure

A need to be safe and to feel safe ...

Human
factor

Human
factor

Organisational 
culture

Organisational 
culture

In the late 1980s – following Chernobyl and Challenger – the search for 
causes turned to organisations and culture.

Solution: RepairSolution: Pray Solution: Blame Solution: Pay
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“Act of god”“Act of god” Technical 
failure

Technical 
failure

A need to be safe and to feel safe ...

The hope that innovative technology can fix problems that are only partly 
understood have resulted in unmanageable complexity.

Human
factor

Human
factor

Organisational 
culture

Organisational 
culture

Complex 
systems
Complex 
systems

Solution: RepairSolution: Pray Solution: Blame Solution: Pay Solution: Pray
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What You Look For Is What You Find

Look at all the things that 
went wrong in the past.

When we look back, we tend to notice accidents and incidents –  events that conflict 
with our intentions and expectations.

These events “prove” that our understanding was incomplete or incorrect. We 
therefore have to improve our understanding.

Looking back

Deviations and violations
Non-compliance to guidelines

Errors and miscalculations
Noisy or confusing measurements

Inadequate ergonomic design
Organizational underspecification

What has gone 
wrong before, 
may go wrong 

again!
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Safety-I: Explaining what went wrong

Aetiology

Ontology

The bimodality principle: function vs. malfunction, 
succeed vs. fail, compliant vs. non-compliant, …
This requires the hypothesis of different causes

Fault models, “failure mechanisms”, the causality 
credo, linear causality.

Unsuccessful outcomes: disasters, accidents, 
incidents, near-misses.
Unusual outcomes (events) that attract attention

Phenomenology
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Safety must focus on accidents

Safety is the activity of 
ensuring that accidents are 
avoided. 

Safety =      Accident
i
 Σ 

n

1 
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How we usually think about safety

Safety 
outcomes

Safety 
“mechanisms”
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Preference for monolithic explanations

Humans prefer monolithic explanations that rely on 
a single concept or factor. 

As social constructs, monolithic explanations are 
efficient (easily found and accepted) but lack in 
thoroughness and precision.

Monolithic explanations reinforce a linear, causal 
understanding of the world.

Monolithic solutions:
Design, construction, maintenance
Train, automate, redesign, simplify
Improved safety culture
Compliance
Resilience
...

Monolithic causes:
Technical failures
Human error
(Lack of) safety culture
Deviations from norms
Brittleness
…

Captain Hindsight The Silver Bullet
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What-you-look-for-is-what-you-find

Human
error

Human
error

Situation
awareness

Situation
awareness

Safety
culture

Safety
culture

Resilience Resilience

The way we look at problems 
determines what we see – and 
how we go about solving them.

We get used to look at things in 
the same way, and fail to notice 

how the conditions change.

The models (concepts, categories) and methods we use must match “reality”. We 
should try to solve the actual problems rather than the problems we imagine. 
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Problems and solutions must match

Disguising complex problems as simple problems by offering apparently 
“simple” solutions does not make the problems any simpler.

may possibly (?) have
Simple

problems
Simple

solutions

always required
Complex
solutions

Complex 
problems
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Safety-I – when nothing goes wrong

Safety is a condition where the number of 
adverse outcomes (accidents / incidents / 

near misses) is as low as possible.
The premise for Safety-I is the 

need to understand why accidents 
happen.

The premise for Safety-I is the 
need to understand why accidents 

happen.

Safety-I is defined by its opposite – 
by the lack of safety (accidents, 

incidents, risks).

Safety-I is defined by its opposite – 
by the lack of safety (accidents, 

incidents, risks).

How can we improve safety by 
studying situations where there is 

a lack of safety?

How can we improve safety by 
studying situations where there is 

a lack of safety?
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Safety is managed by snapshots

Time

Po
si

ti
ve

N
eg

at
iv

e Limit of unacceptable 
performance

Harmful events attract 
attention. But they are 
rare and isolated.

Events are analysed step-by-step.
Prevention/responses are developed 
for each problem found. 
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The negativity bias

Accidents conflict with our 
expectations and intentions.

Acceptable outcomes agree with  
our expectations and intentions.

Accidents are evidence that our 
understanding is incomplete or 

deficient. 
We therefore have to improve our 

understanding.

Acceptable outcomes are evidence  
that our understanding and actions 

are correct. 
There is therefore no need to take a 

closer look.
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The happy marriage?

Is it possible to understand what a 
happy marriage is by analysing and 

learning from divorces alone?

Is it possible to understand what 
safety is by analysing and learning 
from accidents and incidents alone?

*

*Analogy suggested by Marit de Vos
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Can we explain why things go well?

Time

Outcome 
value

Po
si

ti
ve

N
eg

at
iv

e Limit of unacceptable performance

We have many ways of       explaining how and why things go wrong.

The result of Safety-I is that we know something about what 
goes wrong, but almost nothing about what goes well!

But we also need to understand how work goes well - what 
happens when “nothing” happens.
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Safety should not focus on accidents

Reliability is a dynamic non-event … it is an ongoing condition in which problems 
are momentarily under control due to compensating changes … 
Weick, K. E. 1987. Organizational culture as a source of high reliability. California Management Review 29 
(2), 112-128.

Safety is defined and measured more by its absence than by its presence.
Reason, J. (2000). Safety paradoxes and safety culture. Injury Control & Safety Promotion, 7(1), 3-14.

Safety is invisible: people often don’t know 
how many mistakes they could have made 
but didn’t ... 

Safety is invisible: reliable outcomes 
are constant, which means there is 

nothing to pay attention to.
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Habituation

When you get so used to something that you no longer notice it. 

“ … a form of learning in which an organism decreases 
or ceases its responses to a stimulus after repeated or 
prolonged presentations.”

The chair you sit in now.

The clothes that you wear.

Background noises (ventilation, traffic, 
office sounds, waves, etc.)

Things on the route that you drive every 
day.

Things that happen regularly.

Work that goes well – as expected.
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Explaining what happens and how

When something 
happens

When “nothing” 
happens

A need to understand 
why the unexpected 

happened.

No need to understand 
why the expected 

happened.

Visible

Invisible
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Life is full of “dynamic non-events”

Every day, from 
morning to night,

practically everything 
we do

works just as it 
should …

… and we take it for 
granted
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Performance adjustments are needed

Availability of resources (time, 
manpower, materials, 

information, etc.) may be 
limited and uncertain.

People adjust what they do
to match the situation. 

Performance variability is inevitable, ubiquitous, and necessary.

Because of resource limitations, performance 
adjustments will always be approximate. 

Performance variability 
is why things sometimes 
go wrong.

Performance variability 
is why things usually go 

well.

Same process -
Different outcomes
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Why do people make adjustments?

AVOID

anything that may have 
negative consequences 

for  yourself, your group, 
or organisation

CREATE & MAINTAIN

conditions that are 
necessary for doing the 

work.

COMPENSATE FOR

unacceptable conditions 
so that it becomes 

possible to continue your 
work.
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Safety-II: Explaining how things go well

Aetiology

Ontology

Phenomenology

Actions are always adjusted to match the 
conditions (resources & constraints). 
Performance variability is both normal and 
necessary.

Some outcomes can be attributed to distinct 
causes, but most are better understood as the 
result of unexpected combinations of performance 
variability. 

Things usually go well and therefore do not 
attract attention (habituation). We should look at 
events based on their frequency rather than their  
severity.
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Safety II – when things go well

Safety is a condition where the number of successful 
outcomes (meaning everyday work) is as high as possible.  
It is the ability to succeed under varying conditions.

Safety concerns should be directed at everyday 
events, at that which happens when “nothing” happens, 
when work just goes as it should.  
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Different ways of looking

A Safety-I perspective: A Safety-II perspective: 

What went wrong? What happened? Has it happened before?

What was the cause? Why did it work the other times?

How can it be prevented? How can we make sure it works next time?

What else can go wrong? What else happens in the same way?

Find the causes why things go wrong Find the reasons why things go well
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Different ways of looking

A mature perspective: 

What happens here? How often?

How did this pattern arise?

What are the pros and cons?

What else happens in the same way?
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Conclusions

The psychology of Safety-I is a search for explanations (causes, error models) when 
something goes wrong (accidents, incidents). 

The psychology of Safety-II is to develop an understanding of everyday activities, to 
explain why things that usually go well sometimes go wrong. 

The focus should be on the potentials to function as required under 
expected and unexpected conditions alike (changes / 

disturbances / opportunities). 

#1: Safety-I and Safety-II are 
opposites.

#2: Safety-I is replaced by 
Safety-II.

#3: Safety-II is more expensive 
and requires more resources.

#1: Safety-I and Safety-II looks 
at different parts of work.

#2: Safety-II is a complement 
to Safety-I.

#3: Safety-II is productive 
rather than preventive.
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Thank you for your attention
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